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Buzz Word

Viv Thorn, Chair DBKA
DBKA needs your help!
We have now completed the pan-Devon Beginners’
Course and some Branches will be completing or delivering
their beginners’ courses. However, given the on-going
Covid 19 restrictions in numbers and safe distancing,
many of our branches will not have the capacity yet to
cater for this year’s beginners, last year’s beginners and
the improving beekeepers in their practical sessions.
Therefore, we need you to help with a bit of mentoring for
our beginners and improvers. Now, you don’t need to be
a master beekeeper or have taken a lot of modules to be
a mentor, just knowing your way round a beehive will be a
great help to our less experienced members. They need to be able to watch how to
do an inspection, handle a frame or two of bees, learn how a smoker can help control
the hive and - if they are lucky - spot the queen, eggs and brood. Not too difficult
once you have done it for a season or two. So, please get in touch with your Branch
Officers who will know if there is a beginner who lives close to you that you could
offer a bit of support to.
Even talking things over on the phone will be helpful, so please don’t be backwards
in coming forwards.
Torbay Branch has made a video of the First Hive Inspection, which is available
on YouTube https://youtu.be/Nh9DB3PAhxA. Many thanks to Liz Westcott and
Gerry Stuart for taking part in the filming and to Phil Tuckett, one of our new
beekeepers, for editing the clip. We would really welcome video clips of any aspect
of beekeeping from members, so please either send them either to me or to our
Webmaster, Mike Ticehurst, so that we can post them on the DBKA website for our
members. Looking at a video clip does not compare to hands-on experience, but in
these difficult times it does help to improve our beekeeping knowledge. So have a go
and get your camera out!
By the time you read this we will be in swarming season. This year, I am
determined to get ahead of the game and work out exactly what method I am going
to use to cope with swarming before it becomes an urgent necessity. For those
beginners out there who may already have acquired their bees, a simple artificial
swarm technique is probably the one to go for. Details of what to do are readily
available. If you look for Pagden swarm method on YouTube, there are several
clips which will take you through it step by step. The important thing is to get your
equipment prepared before it is needed. Make up a spare brood box with frames
and foundation so that if you find a queen cell that contains a larva or is sealed, you
can immediately take steps to try and prevent the colony swarming. There is nothing
worse than finding a sealed queen cell, knowing they are likely to go at any moment
and then frantically trying to make up enough frames to fill a new brood box - believe
me, I have been there, have the badge and the T-shirt!
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Also thinking ahead, why don’t you plant some autumn/winter flowering plants in
your garden or apiary that will lengthen the season for your bees such as Winter
Heliotrope, Mahonia, Loquat and Rosemary. There is a list of plants, courtesy of Andy
Willis, on the DBKA website. Having a pollen and nectar source at the beginning and
end of the season will help your bees build up strongly for the coming year.
Whatever you are doing in your gardens and apiaries, embrace this lovely Spring,
help your fellow beekeepers if you possibly can and enjoy your bees.

Notice from BeeBase: April 2021
Reporting Varroa
On 21 April, 2021 an amendment to
the Bee Diseases and Pests Control
(England) Order 2006 comes into force
requiring beekeepers and or officials
to report the presence of Varroa in any
of the hives that they manage. This
amendment will allow England to comply
with the Animal Health Law which is
necessary for future working relationships
with the European
Union. Similar
Varroa mite Crown copyright
arrangements are
being made in Wales and Scotland.
To make this simple, a tick box will be introduced to
BeeBase, the voluntary register for beekeepers, managed
by the National Bee Unit. This will allow beekeepers and
inspectors to report the presence or absence of Varroa.
Although Varroa is known to be widespread, it continues
to be one of the most serious pests faced by beekeepers.
Reporting Varroa will contribute to the overall pest and disease
surveillance work of the National Bee Unit and we are grateful
Varroa mites on larva
for your assistance with this new simple measure.
Crown copyright

Job Vacancy: Seasonal Bee Inspector
There is a Government vacancy for a Seasonal Bee Inspector in the South West of
Devon. This is to fill the post left by Martin Hann in 2019.
The post is a permanent 6-7 months seasonal contract working April to
September‑October. Candidates must have a minimum of 5 years beekeeping
experience.
Go to www.devonbeekeepers.org.uk and click on the link for more information and
to submit an application.
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Books for Beginners
Julie Elkin

In the absence of the beginners we look forward to meeting in person very soon,
and while we have been re-cataloguing our extensive library in North Devon, I have
been re-reading several of the BBKA recommended books for beginners. Are the
beginners still reading books, or is it all on Zoom and information sourced on-line? So
much information can be given out via these means that instant learning seems to be
expected now, but beekeeping is a science and a craft,
the practice of which takes time to perfect - from two to
five years according to some authors.
The BBKA list contains books by well-known authors,
all still valuable even if they inevitably now contain
references to practices and treatments no longer
acceptable or even legal, but we refer beginners to the
excellent NBU factsheets to amend this.
A book not on the BBKA list but one being talked about
recently is Roger Patterson’s Beekeeping; A Practical
Guide (2015) where he says not all people do acquire the
skills and knowledge necessary calling them ‘perpetual
beginners’. As beekeeping is definitely a lifelong learning
process, we could all fit that description to some extent.
The perfect beginners’ book doesn’t exist, partly

Quality supplies

Neopoll - 1kg pack: £3.95
18kg box: £66.00

Neopoll C - 1kg pack - £4.40
18kg box - £79.95

(fondant with pollen)

(double pollen)

ApiInvert 14kg pail: £29.50

We can also supply individuals, groups and associations with very
good rates on bulk and wholesale purchases and pallet deliveries.

(inverted sugar syrup)

Insulated Metal
Roof £28
(2kg in weight)

Hives • Extractors • Motor Conversions • Filtration • Tools/Sundries • Fondant • Poly Insulated Roofs • Bulk Orders
plus all other beekeeping needs

www.parkbeekeeping.com

02086 949960

info@parkbeekeeping.com

London

Est. 1985
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because all beginners are different and also because beekeepers are generally noted
for their very definite opinions as to the right and wrong way of doing everything
concerning bees, so beginners would be best advised to start with one book. But
how to choose? Browsing your branch library helps, but that has been denied to all
this year so it would be interesting to know which books this year’s beginners have
found helpful.
Roger’s book emphasises the need for good advice: join your local BBKA
Association, get hands-on practice before obtaining bees and he explains the
essential basics of bee biology and the yearly cycle of colony activity with great
enthusiasm before embarking on his preferred techniques for management. He
apologises for his very definite opinions explaining that he wants people to ‘get it
right’, but not everyone will entirely agree with his version of ‘right’. I find it hard
to accept the advice to ‘feed until they take no more’ and also his advice about
marking queens is ambiguous: ‘I mark my queens but don’t think it is a good idea for
beginners to mark queens’. Why?
Overall, this is a useful first book which we will keep in our library.
I have also been re-reading the books on the list by Adrian and Clare Waring.
Beginning on a negative note I do feel that Better Beginnings for Beekeepers (2004)
would be better removed. It is a small book with
a careless quality about it that doesn’t do the
authors justice; I wonder why it was written?
Books to be recommended are the Warings’
Haynes Manual with excellent diagrams and
good practical advice and the Teach Yourself
Series, Get Started in Beekeeping (2014).
Externally this is perhaps a rather dull looking
book but it is packed with information set out
clearly including a helpful summary of the
10 Things to
Remember at
the end of each
chapter. Like
Roger’s book this
also emphasises
the importance of
really knowing your bees - all bees are different - and
urging the keeping of locally adapted bees to become
a successful, happy beekeeper. One curious fact in
Adrian and Clare’s book is ‘move bees 2 feet or 2
miles’. Are they the only beekeepers who consider
this far enough?
We should take note of Adrian’s comment that we
often say to beginners: ‘the bees don’t read the same
books’ but in reality, we often ‘don’t read the book the
bees have written’.
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Darwin and the Lady Artist
Ian Paterson

Can you conjure a picture of an artist painting a picture?
You know the sort of thing:
Beautiful day. Flower-filled meadow. Ancient stone building in middle ground. Lady
artist. Standing, somewhat thoughtful. Floppy hat. Pastel dress. Easel and canvas
before her. Brush in hand. Her left arm is crooked to hold her palette and on her
palette are splurges of gorgeous colour.
What she sees we can see: both her subject and what's taking shape on her
canvas.
What do you ask yourself? Just how is she seeing the scene in front of her? How
good will her representation be? Will it please me?
So, let's say she's really good. She's really capturing something of that lovely day.
She works on and we're delighted.
How come?
It's her creative ability. What she puts on her palette, in effect, passes through her
creative mind onto the canvas and the result is something that does everything for us
that beauty should. She makes beauty out of the chaos on her palette.
So, where's Darwin in all this? Well, if he's a man of any intellectual consistency
he spoils the whole thing. He never gets
past the chaos bit. The great man may
commend her on her skill, but she may not
like being seen as a sort of camera. Would
you? He cannot use the only adequate
word to describe her work - beautiful because he's never convincingly sorted
Locally adapted bees and queens
out the idea of beauty. So, what can he
raised in Devon over many years.
possibly make of the original?
Not imports! Good temper,
Something else: when thinking about
Evolution it's impossible to get away from
productivity, and health.
the feeling that 'it just happened', but if
it did the colour is drained from so many
Queen
£36
things we love. There are no blessings
5 frame nuc £170
in this life if Darwin was right. And what
purpose gratitude? And with a nod to the
bees, no planned design.
Overwintered nucs available in
In all of our actual experience this is a
April, Spring nucs available in June
truth: no creative mind - no beauty. Give it
another million years, still no creative mind
Blackbury Honey Farm, East Devon - no beauty.
Order online at:
I may stand alone on this one but I like
the
view. It makes me feel more whole
www.blackburyfarm.co.uk
than I would otherwise.

Devon raised
Nucs and Queens
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How the Varroa Mite, Deformed Wing Virus and the
Honeybee Form a Triangle
Graham Kingham

Recent research has disproved the idea that
the Varroa mite drinks the bee’s blood, the
haemolymph. By injecting a fluorescent dye into
the body of a bee that bonded with their fat body
cells, they were able to view the mites under
ultraviolet light to prove that they had ingested the
fluorescent fat cells. Also the mite poo was solid
and also fluoresced. If it had eaten the blood only
it would be liquid.
In a further experiment, they found that mites
needed at least a 50% fat diet to survive and
breed.
The fat bodies are found just underneath the
lower abdomen and perform several roles; one of Varroa mouth parts, x100 magnification
Picture by G Kingham
these is to provide an immune response.
This is where a recent hypothesis has been proposed: The Varroa Mite, Deformed
Wing Virus and the Honeybee Triangle. The parasitic varroa mites seem to have
developed a mutualistic symbiosis
with the pathogenic virus; the varroa
Need a hand with your bees?
has a rasp-like tongue, not a sharp
piercing tongue. By staying put in one
Apiary services
place under a sternite they are partly
* Complete apiary set up from scratch
protected. It is here they make a hole
* Apiary maintenance & improvement
with the rasp and remain; the virus
* Apiary planning & management
enters the bee's system and as a by* General apiary assistance
product, it suppresses the bee’s immune
* Robust inspections of colonies
system, preventing the wound from
* Rejuvenate neglected colonies
healing. This then allows for continuous
feeding. The Varroa mites are not
We are hobbyists not a business so all
affected by the virus.
Source: Di Prisco et al, 2016
A mutualistic symbiosis undermining bee health
NASUSA 113.3203.3208

services can be negotiated on a day rate
fee basis, reciprocated exchange, barter or
other fair exchange, for time and travel.
Call Andy & Zoë Mack
tel.07704767009
email. dbsapiaries@gmail.com
We're in Exmouth

www.De-Bees.co.uk
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Topical Tips

Chris Utting - Master Beekeeper
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

If you want a swarm and you get a call are you prepared to respond quickly? A
swarm may be clustered available for easy collection for as little as half an hour or
even for up to a couple of weeks.
Observe the surface of a swarm. If the bees are all doing the same dance they
are about to depart. If they are doing different dances then you have time to
collect them. However, If there are no bees dancing then you will have plenty of
time. (See Communication Among Social Bees by Martin Lindaur 1961.)
If your bees swarm and you do not see them emerge, you have legally lost your
ownership as they have reverted to the wild state over which neither you, nor
anyone else, has control.
If you see a swarm emerge from your hive and it lands on private land you have
to get the owner or occupier’s permission to enter the land to collect the swarm.
Don’t take unnecessary risks to collect a swarm. It can be tempting, but it's not
worth it if something goes wrong.
If your colonies are working oil seed rape, the timing of removing the honey from
the hive is important. Too late and it will start to set in the comb – too early and
there will be too high a water content and it will start to ferment in the jar. Lift out a
frame of unsealed OSR honey and give it a shake over the open hive. If it drips, it
is too soon to take it. If it is sealed with cappings, then it is too late to extract.
If you work your bees without gloves your fingers may get covered in propolis
so try using disposable surgical gloves. If you use more expensive Marigold
gloves they also can be protected using surgical gloves. Using leather gloves
will guarantee that you will not get stung but they are very difficult to clean and
sterilise.

For Sale
Small ads (up to 100 words) placed in Beekeeping magazine are free to members of
DBKA. Ads will automatically cease after one insertion. Repeated advertisements
(up to a maximum of three months total) only by separate negotiation with the
team on ads@devonbeekeepers.org.uk. Ads will automatically go onto the Devon
Beekeepers’ website where they will cease after six months unless the Webmaster is
requested to remove them earlier.
5+5 frame nucleus: Two Polystyrene Nucs for sale with 5 frames in brood chamber
and five in super. Dark strain bees. £130.00 each. Can deliver Exeter area.
David Channon nildes@protonmail.com
Two colonies on 14x12 frames. Raised from gentle, productive, local stock.
2020 marked queens. £130 each. Contact Annette 01752 492471 or
annette.quartly@cantab.net
Honey for sale at £4.50 per lb in 30lb tubs (approx weight). Please contact
Ruth Mountford by e-mail at rmountford@fordergardens.co.uk
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Devon County Show Cookery Classes
Recipes

Why not have a go at entering the Cookery Classes in DBKA's Honey Show
at Devon County Show this year? Given below are the recipes so you can start
practising now. Closing date is 1 June.
NB: temperatures and times may vary according to your oven.
Honey Sultana and Cherry Cake
200g self raising flour
175g honey
110g butter

2 medium eggs
175g sultanas
110g glace cherries

Method
1. Wash the sultanas and cherries to remove any syrup and dry them. Halve the
cherries.
2. Line a 16.5 – 19.0 cm round cake tin with baking parchment or grease well.
3. Pre-heat conventional oven to 160°C or 140°C if using a fan oven.
4. Cream the butter with honey until light and fluffy.
5. In a separate bowl, beat the eggs
together and gradually add the beaten
eggs to the butter mixture a little at a
time, beating between each addition.
6. Sieve the flour and mix the fruit with it
to ensure the fruit is dry.
7. Gradually fold in the flour and fruit
Web: www.beeza.co.uk
using a metal spoon.
Email: info@beeza.co.uk
8. Add a little milk if necessary, to
achieve a dropping consistency.
Tel: 01548 853502 / 07914 002831
9. Put the mixture in the prepared tin
5 Frame Nucs
and, using the back of a spoon dipped BS National Standard or Commercial
in milk, smooth the surface to produce frames
a slightly lower centre.
South Devon stock, home reared
Overwintered & Spring stock
10. Bake in the oven for approximately
£170 per nuc
1½ hours until the cake is firm and a
skewer inserted in the middle is clean Original VASO Wasp Traps
Reduce wasp attack this year!
when withdrawn.
We find these very effective in controlling
11. Allow to cool in the tin. When cold,
wasps around the apiary. We recommend
remove from the tin and remove the
using these in conjunction with reducing
baking parchment
hive entrances. See www.taptrap.com/en/
To be presented on a paper plate
£5 for “2” traps
(supplied) in a polythene bag (supplied).
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Honey Cake
Made to a recipe of your choice. The cake must be sweetened only with honey. A
full recipe including quantities of ingredients and method must accompany the entry.
To be presented on a paper plate (supplied) in a polythene bag (supplied).
Honey Apricot and Pistachio Flapjack
140g butter
175g rolled oats
70g soft brown sugar
140g ready to eat chopped dried apricots
4 level tablespoons honey
75g chopped pistachio nuts
Method
1. Grease a 17 cm x 27 cm Swiss Roll tin.
2. Preheat the oven to 160°C (or 140°C if using a fan oven).
3. Melt the butter, sugar and honey together in a pan over a low heat until the butter
has melted. Allow to cool.
4. Place the oats, chopped apricots and chopped nuts in a basin.
5. Pour the butter mixture onto the oats and mix together.
6. Press the mixture into the greased Swiss Roll tin, smoothing the surface with a
knife.
7. Bake for 45 minutes until golden brown.
8. Cool in the tin and cut into squares, approximately 6 cm square
Six pieces to be presented on a paper plate (supplied) in a polythene bag (supplied).

The widest range of
English language
bee books
The home of

Quarterly
The

Beekeepers

“the quality quarterly with quarterly quality”

www.northernbeebooks.co.uk
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Honey Lemon Curd
100g honey
2 large eggs
100g caster sugar
Finely grated rind and juice of 1 to 2 lemons
75g butter
according to size
Method
1. Slowly heat the honey, butter, sugar, lemon rind and juice in a covered double
saucepan. Add the well beaten eggs and cook very slowly without boiling, until the
mixture thickens. Pour into sterilised jars.
2. Seal well and keep cool. If lemon rind is not liked in the curd, the mixture may be
strained before putting into jars. This recipe will not fill a 454g jar.
One 227g jar to be exhibited. Date of production to be written on the lid.
Honey Fudge
900g granulated sugar
110g butter
280ml milk
One x 2.5ml spoon/½ teaspoon salt
110g honey
Method
1. Prepare a greased swiss Roll tin 175cm x 275cm
2. Soak the sugar in the milk for one hour, stirring occasionally
3. Using an 20 cm diameter saucepan, melt the butter so that the pan can be
greased
4. Add all the ingredients and bring to the boil. Boil rapidly for 5 minutes, during
which time the mixture must reach 115°C. Stir all the time and be careful not to
burn yourself
5. Remove from the heat and cool slightly. Beat until creamy
6. Turn into the prepared tin and allow to cool.
7. Score into 2.5 cm squares when nearly set and cut when cold
Six (6) pieces to be presented on a paper plate (supplied) in a polythene bag
(supplied)

Honey Chutney
A 227g jar of chutney made using honey and to a recipe of your choice to compliment
Quicke’s Traditional Vintage Cheddar. Recipe must be supplied to accompany entry.

Devon County Show Honey Sales

Jack Mummery, Honey Sales Co-ordinator
We would like supplies of honey and other hive products to sell on your behalf.
The later dates this year should mean that those who benefit from a rape crop
should be able to sell a substantial amount of their yield.
Please see Devon Beekeepers Association website for prices and other information
about contributing to honey sales.
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What Kind of Bees Live in Your Hive?
Rachel West

Honey bees of course, but there’s more
to it than that! Beekeeping literature tells us
about the strains and sub-species of honey
bees commonly kept in the UK, although
in all likelihood the bees in most hives are
hybrids of the major strains.
Apis mellifera mellifera
The one that immediately comes to mind
is Apis mellifera mellifera, the European
Dark Bee – so good they named it twice!
Originating in an area ranging from Britain
to eastern Central Europe, they are
sometimes called the British or German
black (or brown) bee. There are three
main races: mellifera, nigra and lehzeni;
this last being recognised as a heathland
bee with not much else to read about it in
easily accessible literature. Apis mellifera

Apis mellifera mellifera
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mellifera is described as a small stocky bee that appears rich dark brown or black
from a distance. Apis mellifera nigra, or the black bee, has heavy dark pigmentation
of the wings, whereas mellifera appears rich dark brown.
We are told that this dark bee is both gentle and defensive, not slow to sting to
protect the colony, and has a brood cycle and hardiness suited to the UK climate. It
has a low tendency for swarming and is an eager pollen collector.
Apis mellifera ligustica
The Italian honey bee, Apis mellifera
ligustica, is, broadly speaking, yellow. Its
abdomen has brown and yellow bands
with colour variations in Italian bees being
described as being leather coloured; the
very pale yellow ones sometimes referred
to as Cordovan, and the third recognised
colour being bright yellow or golden.
We are told that Apis mellifera ligustica
originates from the continental part of Italy,
which is south of the Alps and north of
Sicily and it is thought that it might have
Apis mellifera ligustica
survived the last ice age there.
The Italian honey bee likes warm climates and, without winter feeding, is
susceptible to cold hard winters and a wet springtime. Notwithstanding that, they
have proved popular because of their gentle nature and lower tendency to swarm.
It seems that they prefer to find forage closer to the hive than other strains and are
known for robbing, but during a good summer where there is a continuous nectar
flow, they raise large broods and are very prolific. They use little propolis and are
eager comb builders.
Apis mellifera carnica
Sometimes referred to as the Grey Bee, Apis mellifera carnica or the Carniolan
honey bee is native to Slovenia and some regions of the former Yugoslavia, as well
as southern Austria, and parts of Hungary, Romania and Bulgaria. They are a dusky
brown-grey colour, with lighter brown stripes and some have lighter dots and rings on
their bodies.
Beekeepers like Apis mellifera carnica because while they are excellent at
defending themselves from insect pests,
they are gentle towards beekeepers – it
seems that they can tell the difference
between a wasp eager to steal and a
beekeeper inspecting the colony! They
adapt their brood raising to the availability
of nectar and cope well with poor summer
weather and cold winters. Hot summers are
likely to encourage more swarming in the
Carniolan honey bee, but they are not known
for their drifting or robbing.
Apis mellifera carnica
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Apis mellifera caucasia
Apis mellifera caucasia or the Caucasian
honey bee originates from the high valleys of
the Central Caucasus. The description of their
colour suggests that they would be hard to
distinguish on sight from the Grey Bee (see Apis
mellifera carnica, above), with their dark bodies,
sometimes with brown spots.
Another gentle bee, Apis mellifera caucasia is
not eager to swarm as it has a slow spring buildup ready for a mid-summer high nectar flow when
the colony is at its strongest. It makes great use
Apis mellifera caucasia
of propolis and is also inclined to drifting and
robbing.
To return to the question What Kind of Bees live in Your Hive?
There are many more strains and sub-species of bees in the World, and doubtless
in the UK, than are listed here. These descriptions are just a small insight to some of
the traits you might notice in your honey bees. There is so much more that is written
on this topic; for example it seems that these bee strains mentioned all have tongues
of different lengths.
By rearing their own Queens, some beekeepers manage to develop honey bees
in their hives with characteristics they prefer to work with. Clearly there’s more to
it than the colour of the Queen Bee and her offspring, although that in itself can be
fascinating.

FOR ALL YOUR BEEKEEPING NEEDS

ADAMS

homehardware
At 164 Fore Street, Exeter

Top quality equipment
Hives, frames, foundations and tools.

Main agents for E.H.THORNE
MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE

For personal service ring 01392 272877 : Email adamsofcrediton@btinternet.com
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Regenerative Beekeeping
Jeremy Barnes

No doubt everyone’s adventure with beekeeping is different. Ideally it starts with
a good beekeeping class, combining the theory and the practical, followed by a five
year period in which, with the help of a mentor, one becomes familiar with the various
storylines of a colony of honey bees. What happens next depends first on why one
keeps bees, secondly on one’s level of curiosity, and thirdly the extent to which one
exposes oneself to current research, thinking and practices.
In retrospect, the class I took initially was not a good one. The presenter was
knowledgeable, but did not have the communication skills that are an integral part of
inspired teaching, and there was no logic behind the curriculum. The tip-off was the
number of participants who were taking the class for the third, fourth and even fifth
time. This is a reminder that we need somehow to assess the skill levels of those
who volunteer for presentations under the banner of our various associations. Their
willingness to give of their time and share their knowledge is cherished; the question
as to gauging their levels of competence is delicate but consequential.
Also involved with this class was a local supplier who had preordered all the
paraphernalia, including packages, that the participants might need. I can recall no
discussion of alternatives, nor of the pros and cons of packages.
I was fortunate to stumble on the assistance of a mentor during my first year, which
proved vital. It was not a service provided by the local beekeeping organisation
which, at the time, was a rather small, stolid group, which did not offer much outside
of the once-a-month meeting.
After six years of practical, hands-on experience supported by a reasonable
amount of reading, and with Mary’s support, I committed to attending Apimondia in
Montpellier, France, in 2009. It was inspirational, stimulating and self-affirming; I
returned not only with increased knowledge but also with the determination to take
my honey bee management to a new level and to share both with others.
In the following decade there were a series of stimuli, one of which, in 2018,
was what Tom Seeley calls Darwinian Beekeeping, and which I prefer to think of
as Regenerative, or Restorative, Beekeeping. The latter terms were inspired by a
few visionary farmers who reject the term Sustainable Agriculture on the grounds
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that our present farming techniques are not sustainable, neither for the planet nor
for long term food production; instead, these farmers are focusing on restoring and
regenerating the quality of the soil, on which ultimately everything else depends.
Dr Seeley suggests that beekeeping has become increasingly designed for the
benefit of the beekeeper rather than the health of the bees, and he has examined
feral colonies to survey the conditions that bees choose for themselves. David
Papke, who had been similarly inspired, was a step ahead of me in coming up with
a hive design that was more bee friendly and we spent a year re-designing our hive
bodies and presenting, with differing levels of success, our reasoning to some local
bee organisations. The reactions ranged from outright dismissal to skepticism to
enthusiasm to excitement.
It is important to note that on each of the three occasions on which I have been
fortunate to hear Tom Seeley present his findings, he stresses that this is a concept
for hobbyists rather than for commercial beekeepers - the objectives and financial
commitments of the latter are less likely to allow for experimentation.
Too often, Darwinian beekeeping is interpreted as survival of the fittest, requiring
a ’hands off’ or ‘live and let die’ approach by the beekeeper. Far from it. The goal
to keep locally adapted, healthy bees without resorting to hard chemicals is right in
line with my current objectives. If people can be seen as either butterflies (sitting still,
spreading their wings, displaying their beauty and attracting attention) or bees (flitting
from flower to flower, cross-pollinating) I am the latter, consistently attracted by
different ideas and visions (flowers), flying to them to enlarge my foraging area and
the diversity of food in my brood nest.
Earlier this year, David came across a series of three articles written by Terry
Combs and published in the American Bee Journal, August, 2018, and January
and February of 2019. I realised immediately that they fused all that I had learned
over some twenty years and provided a distinct focus under the bigger umbrella of
restorative beekeeping. This is the most recent stimuli in my beekeeping journey; I
have committed the next three years to it, and am enthusiastic as to the challenges
and opportunities it presents.
None of the fundamentals involved are particularly difficult or different. The first
is to keep good records in order to assess queen quality and colony sustainability.
Terry, having once bred guppies, gives example of the complex evaluation sheets he
uses; we have devised something a little more simple, with a quantitative assessment
that can be used with each colony over a year, culminating in a numerical decision as
to how to proceed with those bees the following season.
The process begins by critically selecting the colonies one wants to over-winter, to
the extent of culling the queen in any colony that lacks the resources or mass of bees
to survive successfully and combining the remaining bees with a strong colony.
In the spring, the beekeeper selects breeder colonies for queen propagation, which
might be either one’s own hives that have a persistent record of success (hence the
importance of those records) or a feral swarm. Ideally, once established, a beekeeper
should never have to purchase a queen; indeed, the active sharing of queens by
local beekeepers committed to this program is the best source of all. If a new
outside queen is needed, perhaps for genetic diversity, it is vital to realise that ‘locally
adapted’ means more than simply having survived one or two winters. The queen
supplier needs to explain the testing, evaluation and selection processes the bees
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have undergone.
Swarming is an integral part of the honey bee cycle. Rather than trying to prevent
it, one can use the swarming impulse to make splits once there are queen cells with
larvae. The thinking is that bees make specific choices when it comes to developing
queen cells, whereas our choices via grafting are random. The nucs made by these
splits can contain either the queen from the original colony or well-developed queen
cells.
Drone quality is an increasing topic of conversation. Terry argues in favour of
establishing drone mother colonies that have the desired traits. In York County we do
have a community apiary which could conceivably serve as a modified drone mating
yard as established by Brother Adam on the moors of Devon, but he was breeding a
specific sub-species of honey bee and therefore he wanted his queens to mate with
drones of a certain type. That is not our issue. We simply want our queens to mate
with quality drones.
That leads to the question, what is a quality drone? We know what qualities we
want in a queen, but those in a drone are more difficult to quantify.
Indeed, does it matter? Jurgen Tautz, writing in The Buzz About Bees, argues that
the desired quality comes in the drones that succeed, among hundreds, of mating
with a queen, and then again in the selection of sperm to mate with queen’s gametes.
He further points out that queens transported to a different area (eg, a mating yard)
had a much lower success rate than those in local mating stations (eg, an apiary).
The reason, he suggests, is that the queen is accompanied by a retinue of forager
bees who know the area and escort her to and from the DCA.
Terry is not specific in terms of ‘desirable traits’ but does stress the need for active
feral colonies and to introduce occasionally new stock for genetic diversity.
The takeaway is that if we follow the Darwinian process of not needlessly removing
drone cells, and as we develop better and stronger colonies using Terry Combs’
selection procedures, we can assume that the drones will be equally robust and will
provide the quality that we need without having to develop specific drone mother
colonies.
The final step is to re-queen each original colony with the best young queens from
the splits. Each new queen can be evaluated after a full brood cycle, realising, as
Terry writes, “Rigorous and timely culling is hard but necessary. If you truly want
to help bees, you’re going to have to adopt nature’s hard stance against the weak,
deformed and inferior …”
This system does not preclude the use of organic chemicals as part of an
integrated pest management system. In the specific case of excessive varroa
counts, options include freezing the brood, sequestering or replacing the queen,
combining with a resistant colony, using an organic treatment, or in the worst-case
scenario, eliminating the entire colony.
My initial results are encouraging, but it is a small sample and early days - the
survival rate this winter, for the second consecutive year, was 85%. And there is a
close and self-evident connection between hive design and management choices;
thus for example the increasing survival of the bees has led me to choose not to feed
sugar syrup either in the fall or the late winter these last two years.
So that is where I am at. The next three years seem to be taken care of, but as we
all know, if you want to make God laugh, tell Her your future plans …
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The Beekeeper's Guide to the Asian Hornet
Simon O'Sullivan

As part of DBKA’s Asian Hornet Spring Awareness campaign, Andrew Durham was
invited to give a talk to the members over Zoom on 14 April. Andrew has written a
series of articles on the topic of the Asian Hornet for BBKA News having studied in
great detail the problem through his connections in France.
The talk was split into two sections with a Question and Answer session after both.
The meeting was hosted by Viv Thorn, DBKA Chair.
The first part of the session dealt with the life cycle and the spread of the AH
through France, and how the authorities have (or have not) dealt with the problem –
in particular relating it to how the hornet will adapt and spread in Devon. The hornet
does particularly well in a maritime climate very similar to ours. Our distance from
France and our connections to sea ports, all indicate that we could well be in the
frontline. So far, we have been lucky; along the south coast in Dorset and Hampshire
with similar climatic conditions and access to ports they have been harder hit.
The data from France indicates that there are more nests in urban areas. Why this
should be has not been fully explained. It is possibly to do with shelter and easy food
sources. It may be that the recording of nests in urban areas is greater because they
are easier to spot and more likely to come into contact with people.

For Sale
5 Frame Nuclei
Over wintered nuclei in strong non returnable corex travelling nuc boxes
BS National brood frames
Easy to handle dark British bees
2020 Queen marked Blue
Available for collection from end
of March (weather permitting) - £160.00
Hives of bees £260.00
Contact :Michael Symons
Marston Lodge
Taddyforde Estate
New North Road
Exeter, EX4 4AT
Telephone 01392 412249
Mobile 07795466130
Email mesymons@yahoo.co.uk

www.thebeeshop.co.uk
Quality Beekeeper
Clothing
At Affordable Prices
Full Suits,
Smocks, Bee Vests &
Veils
Full Adult Beekeeper Suit
from £55 (free postage)
Email:
michaeljohnduckett@gmail.com
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Nests are found in greater
numbers along waterways.
(It is possible to predict,
maybe at a stretch, that the
Tamar Valley and the River
Exe would be ideal hornet
territory. A warning to Exeter,
Plymouth and Tavistock
Branches? My thoughts, not
Andrew's.)
Weather conditions play
a big part in the success of
Harpa Eléctrica
colony expansion particularly
later in the season when the Gynes (unmated queens) are being produced, just as
we see years when wasps are more of a problem to our bees. When the weather
conditions the previous year have been ideal, followed by a mild winter, we may have
a ‘Hornet Year’. Keeping a careful watch on conditions in France can help us predict
when we are likely to see more AH incursions here.
Queen trapping in Spring and nest destruction have been the most successful
ways of trying to reduce a problem that has now taken hold and is endemic in
France. Unfortunately, the potential for spread was not fully realised until it was too
late. (We really need to learn from this.) What has been proving successful is the
formation of what is known as ‘Lutte Collectives’ (Collective Struggle) - properly
funded groups well-organised by French Departments. If the Asian hornet does
become established in this country, organisation on this scale will be essential. The
Asian hornet should not be seen as just a beekeepers' problem.
The second part of the talk looked at how we can defend our bees from Asian
hornet attack at the apiary. The use of selective traps (those that release by-catch
through a slot in the top) - four traps to each hive; one each side, one on top and one
underneath - have proven to be useful.
The muselier (muzzle), a cage-like structure that fits over the entrance giving the
bees more of a chance to prevent capture from hawking hornets when returning to
the hive, has been effective.
Hive floor traps were looked at - they work but tend to be expensive.
The Harpa Eléctrica has had some success in France. It is a metal frame strung
with wires which are then electrified; hornets hitting the wires are stunned and fall into
a tray which is filled with a liquid and drown.
It was a talk packed with information and knowledge of the situation. It is difficult to
give all the details of Andrew's talk although I hope this is a fair representation. I am
sure I have forgotten some important details but I urge you to listen to him speak on
the subject if you missed it this time and should get the opportunity in future.
Thank you, Andrew Durham, for your insight, knowledge and a very interesting talk.
Thanks, Viv, for sterling work in chairing the meeting and thanks to Mike Ticehurst for
his behind-the-scenes IT work.
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Under the Rays
Graham Kingham

Bees have evolved over a long time, during which flowers arrived on the scene and
developed methods to attract insects for pollination. Today bees and flowers share a
symbiotic relationship. The flower provides nectar, a sweet sugary liquid that provides
the bee with energy in the form of carbohydrates. In return, the bee collects pollen
from one flower and when visiting another flower of that type deposits some; this aids
in cross-pollination. The additional pollen collected is used by the bee for protein,
being fed to the larvae in the form of pollen or bee bread (pollen that is mixed with
honey, saliva and nectar, which undergoes lactic acid fermentation when stored in the
comb). It is used for growth by the larvae and to produce brood food by the house
bees.
How does a worker bee see when approaching a flower?
We humans perceive three colours: red, green and blue; however, the honeybee
can only see green, blue and ultraviolet light (which we cannot see). A lot of birds and
insects can also see in ultraviolet light.
Recent research has shown that bees tend to see mainly differing shades and
intensity of blues, with a few green areas, plus ultraviolet light, using their two
compound eyes only. The colour details are only perceived during slow speeds and
close up. The smell of the pollen is another cue for identifying a food plant.
Set out below are some images with a descriptor of how each colour is seen by us
and possibly the bee. These are taken under a stereomicroscope using ultraviolet
light in some images.
One advantage for a bee to see in ultraviolet light is the size of these light rays;
the smaller the eyes the more energy (photons) are needed to see with. The shorter
wavelength of ultraviolet helps reduce diffraction - the spreading or splitting of light
rays. The smaller the eye, the more eyes can be fitted into a space enabling better
all-round vision.

A normal celandine ﬂower under sunlight
as a human would see it

The same ﬂower with the red colour
removed taken in solar lighting.
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The celandine under ultraviolet light only

The same ﬂower under ultraviolet light with
the red colour removed; note the area that
is hidden in normal light but revealed under
ultraviolet light. This is possibly how the worker
bee might perceive the ﬂower

Worker bee under ultraviolet light; the
specks of dust are pollen that has some
ﬂuorescence

The same bee with the red colour
removed under ultraviolet light, with
greenish tinges showing how a bee
might look to another bee

All images by Graham Kingham.
Source Adrian Horridge The Visual System of the Bees
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Diary Dates
Events that are not online will, of course, only proceed if coronvirus restrictions allow.
Check with Branch Secretaries before attending. Contact details are:
East Devon

eastdevonbk.co.uk

01404 841629

Exeter

exeterbeekeepers.org.uk

01392 832956
01237 440165

Holsworthy

holsworthybeekeepers.org.uk

Newton Abbot

nabk.org.uk

rmountford@fordergardens.co.uk

North Devon

northdevonbees.org

secretary@northdevonbees.org

Okehampton

okehamptonbee.co.uk

01363 82361

Plymouth

plymouthbeekeepers.btck.co.uk

01752 338279

Tavistock

events.tavistockbeekeepers@gmail.com

07709 977646

Tiverton

tivertonbeekeepers.org.uk

01363 860252

Torbay

tbbk.co.uk

01803 844804

Totnes & Kingsbridge

totnesandkingsbridgebeekeepers.com

01803 866028

May

Sat 1

2:30pm

East Devon

Swarm Prevention via Zoom

Tue 4

7:00pm

Plymouth

Improvers/Social Meeting Queen Introduction via
Zoom

Wed 19

7:25pm

Tavistock

Martin Hann Sex and the Wanton Virgin via Zoom

7:00pm

Plymouth

Improvers/Social Meeting The Importance of Nucs/
the June Gap/Summer Management via Zoom

All Day

DBKA

DBKA Honey Show (Bees and Honey Marquee,
The Showfield, Westpoint, Exeter)

June
Tue 1
July
Fri 2 Sun 4

The Virtual Devon Honey Show 2021
The competition is open to all members of the British Beekeeping Association
and their families.
Entries close 15th September, 2021. All entries are by photograph and to be
submitted by email to: lizwestcott@me.com
No entry fee, no prizes. Certificates for first, second and third places will be
emailed to the first three places. There is a certificate for the Branch
gaining the most points overall.
Please put the Class number in the email subject box and remember to say
which Branch you belong to.
Results will be published in the November edition of Beekeeping magazine
and on the DBKA website on 30th September.
All photographs will be posted on the Devon Beekeepers’ website and
the winners’ photos will be published in this magazine.
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Protective Beekeeping Clothing
Our clothing offers unrivalled practicality,
comfort and – most importantly – protection.
Our suits, jackets and trousers are made from a
high quality polycotton which provides ample
flexibility and security for the user, making them
perfect for hobbyists and professionals alike.

Beekeepers Suit with
Fencing Hood £89.95

Camo 3 Laye
r
Ventilated
Suit
£85.95

Beekeepers Suit with
Round Hood £89.95

Beekeeper’s Trousers. Available
in beige or white. £29.95

Children’s Beekeeping Clothing.
Keep your budding beekeepers safe
with children’s jackets, dungarees and
suits. View our full children’s range &
size guide online.

Adult Jackets with a fencing
hood or round round. £65.95

ES
HOODS, HATS, GLOV
RE!
MO
D
AN
S,
ET
GAUNTL
Leather Gloves
available in adult
sizand childrens siz
es. From £12.95.

www.beekeeping.co.uk

Gauntlets made with
thicker 280 gsm fabric for
more protection. £5.95

0344 326 2010

Combined Hat
and Veil.
£16.95

info@beekeeping.co.uk

Hameldown Rd, Exeter Rd Ind Estate, Okehampton EX20 1UB
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Schedules with details of classes and how to enter
now available on the Devon County Show website
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